
Ron Maxwell Award Winners 1999 and 2000  

The NCPTW Ron Maxwell Award is for Distinguished Leadership in Promoting the Collaborative Learning 

Practices of Peer Tutors in Writing. The award recognizes an individual for dedication to and leadership 

in for dedication and leadership in collaborative learning in writing centers, for aiding students in 

together taking on more responsibility for their learning, ultimately, for promoting the work of peer 

tutors. Its presentation also denotes extraordinary service to the evolution of the NCPTW.  

1999 - Molly Wingate, Writing Center Director at Colorado College 

As one nominator wrote, "I think the only and obvious choice for this award is Molly Wingate, who has 

twice kept the conference going by the heroic measure of sponsoring it. Molly has been the spirit of 

service—a model in working collaboratively with her own students, a model in collaborating with the 

rest of us, and a joy to work with in her unending kindness, courtesy, and enthusiasm. Moreover, Molly 

has been a constant source of support to other programs, floundering Centers, [and] desperate 

directors.... I can't imagine this organization without Molly."  

2000 – Jean Kiedaisch, Director of the Academic Support Programs at University of Vermont 

Jean has been part of the conference from the outset—she brought peer tutors to the first one in 1984. 

She co-hosted the conference in 1991, not because the University of Vermont couldn't sponsor the 

conference itself but rather an attempt to widen the circle of collaborative practice. She has offered 

counsel as part of the conference steering committee for many years. A collaborative learning 

philosophy guides her work on her campus and in her discipline, even as it informs her conference 

presentations and those of her tutors. What she practices among her peer tutors she also practices 

among her professional colleagues. As letters of nomination noted, "Her passion for peer tutors shines 

through her work." She leads "quietly" and with an "unflappable manner." "I've always felt that she was 

ready to lend a hand, even when she was unable to attend the conference." "She has shared her ideas 

freely."  

Congratulations to Molly Wingate and Jean Kiedaisch! 
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